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With a Haynes manual, you can do it yourselfÃƒÂ¢?Ã‚Â¿from simple maintenance to basic repairs.

Haynes writes every book based on a complete teardown of the vehicle. We learn the best ways to

do a job and that makes it quicker, easier and cheaper for you. Our books have clear instructions

and hundreds of photographs that show each step. Whether you're a beginner or a pro, you can

save big with Haynes! Step-by-step procedures --Easy-to-follow photos --Complete troubleshooting

section --Valuable short cuts --Color spark plug diagnosisComplete coverage for your Chevrolet &

GMC Pick-ups:--Routine maintenance--Tune-up procedures--Engine repair--Cooling and

heating--Air conditioning--Fuel and exhaust--Emissions control--Ignition--Brakes--Suspension and

steering--Electrical systems--Wiring diagrams Does not include 2007 Silverado Classic or Sierra

Classic, or information specific to diesel engine models, CNG models, hybrids or equipped with

rear-wheel stearing.
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Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.

Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step instructions linked to hundreds of photographs

and illustrations. Included in every manual: troubleshooting section to help identify specific

problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need for special

tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic; color spark plug diagnosis and an easy



to use index.

A must have for anyone like myself who prefers fixing their own truck. The first thing my dad did

after taking me to buy my first truck when I was 16 was go to Autozone and get a Haynes manual,

and I've done the same thing for every new truck since. They've saved me hours of trial and error

working on vehicles over the years, and are worth every penny. That being said, this is the first

Haynes manual I've bought in years, being one of those guys that buys a truck and drives it until the

wheels fall off, and I was a little disappointed that it's not as detailed as they used to be. The older

manuals will actually list the size socket or wrench you need for each step, I was suprised this one

didn't. I spent a good bit of time trying to figure out what type of screw I was dealing with on the

steering column (e3 reverse torque was what I needed, didn't know they made them that small), it

would have been nice to have that in the manual like the old ones did. Not the biggest complaint in

the world, still gets the job done, but hence the 4 star rating.

Eh, maybe it covers too many years or something?I have a 2013 and wanted to do the auto-trans

filter and the instructions were not even close to helping me complete the job...

This is a good book. Has alot of info for you driveway mechanics. I've used these books before and

find they are full of info. I think its a good buy, not to much to spend. Worth the money.

Only rate it 4 stars because it covers so many years that it doesn't always reflect to my year and

model. Been using Haynes for years on all my vehicles and probably will for years to come. If you're

planning on doing any work yourself, better have this in your toolbox too!!!

I learned so much already with this book! I recently changed my AFM lifters and resurfaced cylinder

heads and did a valve job and I had no leaks because of this book!

The product was as advertized

Good basic information. I bought the book mostly for information about the parking brake system

adjusting. There was very little information and no pictures of the system. The 2500hd with 4 wheel

disc brakes has a different and complicated parking brake.
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